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A spark of 
  excellence

Diamond Select 
Advance



Set yourself
  apart

Revolutionize your 
diagnostic capability
We understand your challenges to increase your 
clinical capabilities and to fulfill your needs for highly 
advanced clinical functionality and performance to create 
outstanding value. Philips is committed to offer innovative 
solutions that answer these challenges. Our top line, 
Diamond Select Advance refurbished systems, offers 
exceptional performance levels close or equal to Philips’ 
latest models, providing outstanding value for money.

Differentiating with the latest innovations in advanced clinical performance 
and personalized patient experience is essential to meet the challenges 
of today’s demanding practices. In addition you require a highly advanced 
productivity solution together with a solid return on investment.

Responsive investment
Your aim is to optimize your return on investment through 
access to advanced clinical applications and features 
for a broader patient population. The value of Philips 
advanced imaging and interventional systems extends 
beyond technology. You get access to our financing 
solutions, educational programs and service organization 
to help you get the most out of your system.



Set yourself
  apart

Exceptional performance  
for a new era
Efficient workflows and system uptime are critical success 
factors in running an effective healthcare business for 
now and in the future. The Diamond Select Advance 
Program offers extensive serviceability combined with 
Philips’ world-class services.

Philips’ mission is to improve people’s lives through 
meaningful innovation. This mission inspires us to 
find solutions for improving care at low cost.” 

Valued Cooperation
With Philips at your side you get the most out of your 
investment. Together we bring the most value to your 
patients. With Diamond Select Advance you will benefit 
from extensive training conducted by experienced 
applications specialists; local support through our global 
sales and service organization; a full system warranty; 
and financial programs that can help you meet your 
business goals.

You want to be responsive to the needs of your environment; the upgradeability 
of Diamond Select Advance systems allows you to remain on the front edge 
and continue to offer the best care to your patients. Diamond Select Advance 
solutions are clinically, operationally and economically sound for your business 
also on the longer term.” 


